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Summar y y 
Thee Gamin g Comple x 

Onn the Autonomisatio n of Pleasur e 

Inn order to exemplify the theoretical and methodical aspects of this thesis, Chapter 1 places 
gamingg in the context of the consumer society. Autonomisation is identified as a key princi-
plee in the construction of consumer society. This principle consists of three phases or di-
mensions:: one of symbolism, one of regulation and one of the exploitation of pleasure. This 
principlee of autonomisation is studied in the context of the gaming complex, which focuses 
onn the integration of gaming into society as a whole. 

Thee autonomisation of pleasure in gaming means that increasingly: a) pleasure in 
gaminggaming acquires a significance of its own; b) legislation provides an independent framework 
off legitimation, and c) gaming is exploited in an independent economic sector. In the same 
processs the formation of separate and specialised gaming positions for regulators, operators 
andd consumers takes shape. 

Thiss thesis is structured as follows. In Part I, the gaming complex is analysed as a rid-
dlee of problematic issues, in Part II as a social organisation and in Part III as a temporal-spatial 
construction.. In this way, the autonomisation of pleasure emerges as a theoretical construction 
whichh is already embedded in the mythology of modern society, in literary and cinematographic 
expressions,, which emerges in society in the form of legislation and gaming organisations, and 
whichh solidifies into temporal-spatial constructions. 

TheThe Spirit of Gaming 
Thee riddle of Chapter 2, as illustrated by the James Bond crime novels, concerns the ques-
tionn of how legal commercial exploitation of gaming is possible without crime. Criminality in 
thiss case would involve operators parasitizing gaming by dishonest appropriation of part of 
thee stakes. But criminal practices can also take the form of illegal exploitation of games; in 
thatt case, it is referred to by criminologists as a 'victimless crime'. To allow operators to go 
aboutt their business freely therefore presents risks in terms of criminal practices, whereas a 
bann on exploitation condemns the game to illegality. This dilemma can be resolved by legal-
isingg the exploitation of the game under strict conditions of above-board exploitation. 

Bothh views on criminality are discussed in the analysis of James Bond crime fiction. 
Parasiticc criminality plays a major part in Fleming's Bond novels. Gaming, as does the char-
acterr of Bond, plays a mediating role between the mala fide 'underworld' and the bona fide 
'upperworid'.. Bond, who applies criminal methods to fight criminals in the national interest, 
underpinss the necessity of supervision on exploitation. In Bond's day and age - which ac-
cordingg to Pearson's mock biography could very well have been reality - this control princi-
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piee involves a certain level of 'purification' of gaming exploitation, which makes legalisation 
off gaming feasible. The principle of purification or purging is illustrated by Pearson's biogra-
phyy of the Kray twins. 

Chapterr 3 presents the riddle of Dostoevsky, of how games of chance can be played 
withh uninhibited joy, and without excess. Excesses involve for instance players sacrificing 
everythingg in the hope of winning. But excesses are also to be expected when players 
abandonn themselves to the game for fun, without realising what the consequences might be. 
Inn that case, psychologists usually speak of addiction. Playing for profit can easily lead to 
excesses,, while the player can become addicted to playing for pleasure. This dilemma can 
bee resolved by imposing budgetary limits on playing for pleasure. 

Bothh aspects of this dilemma are discussed in the Dostoevsky-analysis. In his novel 
TheThe Gambler, the game of chance plays a mediating role between the elite and the com-
moners,, as does the character of the player Ivanovich. On the one hand, Dostoevsky himself 
inn life and literary works emphasises the dangers of gambling for profit. Freud on the other 
handd indicates a loss of self-control in gaming for pleasure in his psychoanalysis of Dos-
toevsky. . 

Inn both analyses of Part I, of Bond and of Dostoevsky, the imagination is in line with a 
specificc stage of development and social context of gaming. In Bond's case, this concerns 
thee relation between criminal exploitation and the legalisation of commercial gaming in the 
Unitedd States and the United Kingdom. Dostoevsky's dramatism is set against the backdrop 
off the rise and popularity of touristic casinos in Western Europe in the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury.. Both analyses indicate the extent to which commercial exploitation and criminality, and 
pleasurablee gaming and addiction, presuppose one another. The dangers of crime and ad-
dictionn are no exceptional peripheral phenomena, but are inherent to the process of auto-
nomisation,, like the danger of flooding in building polders. 

Thee development of more or less coherent representations of crime and addiction in 
gaming,, in the form of novels and films, provides insight into gaming issues in a way that 
appealss to the general public. Such modern mythologies give a pre-sociological representa-
tionn of commercial gaming. 

TheThe State of Gaming 
Partt II examines the institutional organisation of gaming in the Netherlands; this organisation 
iss to provide a solution to the dilemmas described in Part I. 

Chapterr 4, the first of the three chapters of Part II, describes how the nineteenth-
centuryy model of prohibition is transformed into the alibi model, which provided the basis for 
thee Gaming Act of 1964. The intention of the prohibitive model, for the record, is not to im-
posee a comprehensive ban on gaming, but to regulate the public exploitation of gaming. A 
bann on exploitation, in which the law provides certain exceptions, is primarily a policy instru-
ment.. Prohibition is not an end, but a means in gaming policy. As set out in a historical ac-
count,, bans on gaming are traditionally targeted at the instrumental significance of gaming. 
Provisionn of a legal framework - the 'nationalisation' of regulation, if you will - for gaming at 
thee same time creates a division between the exploitation of expressive and instrumental 
gaming,, such as playing the stock markets. The alibi model then raises the exceptions of the 
prohibitivee model to rules. External social interests, prevention of illegality and redirection of 
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proceed ss to welfare , health care, sport s and cultur e provid e the primar y basis for legalisatio n 
off  publi c gaming . Individua l profit s and gamin g pleasur e are clearl y stil l subjec t to these 
ends . . 

Chapterr  5 explore s the alib i model in more detail , and focuse s on the extensio n of 
thee Gaming Act with bing o and kienen (a variatio n on bingo) , casino s in 1974 and slot ma-
chine ss in 1986. These extension s to the legal gamin g syste m are reviewe d in terms of the 
'socialisation ''  of gaming , typicall y in the form of linkin g gamin g practice s to externa l socia l 
ends .. The legalisatio n of new form s of gamin g bring s with it ideologica l polarisation s in 
gamin gg politics , and result s in a diversificatio n of the legal gamblin g games . This diversifica -
tionn not only become s apparen t in the form of more diversit y in gamin g practices , but also in 
thee variou s degrees of freedo m that individua l types of gamin g enjoy under the new legisla -
tion . . 

Whereass the law does not allow commercia l exploitatio n of bingo , and restrict s the 
exploitatio nn of casino s to the monopol y of a state-owne d institution , it does allow a privat e 
exploitatio nn of slo t machines . There is no easy explanatio n for this legal inequality . First , this 
show ss that the exten t to whic h the law impose s an organisationa l model on gamin g is lim-
ited .. The law legalise s sociall y regulate d gamin g practices , whic h had earlie r often been 
brande dd as illegal . As such , the law perpetuate s cultura l inequalit y in the field of gaming . 
Second ,, thi s cultura l inequalit y is related to the socia l positio n of the player s and operator s 
thatt  are dominan t for a given form of gaming , whic h is expresse d among other s in thei r abil -
ityy  to influenc e legislation . Difference s in regulatio n consequentl y lead to variou s issue s in 
laww enforcement . In bingo , commercialisatio n emerges as the dominan t problem ; for the ca-
sinos ,, it is the illega l paralle l market and criminality , and in slo t machines , the dominan t 
proble mm is addiction . 

Inn Chapte r 6, the developmen t of the risk  model is discussed . This phase in the 
autonomisatio nn of gamin g - of commercialisatio n in the narro w sense of the word - emerges 
inn the late 1980's in the form of noticeabl e market growth . In the contex t of the risk model , 
thee regulatio n of gamin g is determine d in terms of its consequences : the proceed s for the 
operators ,, and addictio n in players . Increasingly , the law acknowledge s pleasur e for the 
player ss and profit s for the operator s as legitimat e ends . The applicatio n of the risk  model 
doess not develo p simultaneousl y for all form s of gaming , nor is it implemente d in the same 
wayy and to the same extent . The risk  model is applie d firs t to the gamin g market with the 
highes tt  degree of autonomy , namely that of slot machines , in the shape of a growin g aware-
nesss of and recognitio n of gamin g addiction . The risk  model is then applie d to legislatio n for 
thee casin o market , instigate d by market expansion , and to lotterie s as a resul t of regulatio n 
off  new 'hybrid ' form s of gaming , in particula r the 'instan t lottery' . In many respects , the risk 
modell  is at odds with the alib i model , whic h provide d the basis for the Gaming Act . Instead 
off  scarcity , games of chanc e appear in abundance , profit s becom e an end instea d of a 
meanss of gamin g polic y and in the valuatio n of gaming , the focu s is shifte d from the intrinsi c 
natur ee of the game to its effect s on the players . The rise  of the risk  model leads to a flexibili -
satio nn of gamin g policie s and a crisi s of legitimisation . 

Gamingg addictio n as a remarkabl e new phenomeno n become s a separat e foca l 
point .. The sudde n appearanc e and rapid developmen t of this phenomeno n canno t be attrib -
utedd solel y to the recognitio n of gamin g addictio n or to the expansio n of the gamin g market , 
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butt also - and primarily - to the development and dissemination of knowledge of the phe-
nomenonn of gaming addiction itself. Over a short period of time, gaming addiction develops 
intoo an autonomous problem area, complete with a specific definition, regulation and exploi-
tationn all of its own. This is characterised for instance by the 'scientification' of knowledge 
aboutt gaming addiction, which develops along the lines of the opposite views of Dostoevsky 
andd Freud as described in Part I. 

TheThe City of Gaming 
Partt III analyses a unique, small-scale 'manifestation' of gaming concerning the establish-
mentt in 1989 of a state-owned casino on the Waalkade - the high-profile waterfront of the 
cityy of Nijmegen. The analysis is constructed in three concentric scale levels of the city, the 
cityy district and the building, which are each discussed in separate chapters. These chapters 
subsequentlyy focus on the question of the importance of the city to the casino, the impor-
tancee of the casino to the city and the importance of the casino to gaming. As regards the 
processs of autonomisation, on the one hand (looking from the outside in) it concerns sepa-
ratingg pleasure from the city and on the other (looking from the inside out), it concerns sepa-
ratingg the city from pleasure. City planning with a casino constitutes the component of the 
materiall 'manifestation' that expresses the phase of socialisation of the Gaming Act, as indi-
catedd in Chapter 5. And as socialisation is sandwiched between nationalisation and com-
mercialisation,, likewise town planning is sandwiched between the provision of locations in-
tendedd for gaming and maintaining public order. 

Townn planning as regards the casino takes shape under two general conditions. 
First,, for the city, it is important that the casino should be a legal casino. This may sound ob-
vious,, but it is not self-evident - the establishment of a casino depends on what the city can 
doo for the casino. Second, gaming should be controlled in the casino. This too is not a mat-
ter-of-course.. It requires professional management, and the ensurance of discipline in the 
players'' behaviour in the casino. An analysis of the layout at city level without explaining 
thesee two conditions would lead to a misrepresentation of the appearance of the casino, be-
causee the planning of the casino reflects a cross-over between the large-scale market and 
thee small-scale gaming space. 

Thee discussion of the importance of the city to the casino, in Chapter 7, focuses on 
thee close relationship between the development of Nijmegen and the development of the 
Dutchh state and economy. This relationship hinges on the location of Nijmegen near the 
Dutch-Germann border, on an elitist and at the same time touristic milieu, and the commer-
cialismm of the Waalkade. These characteristics were developed in three consecutive stages 
inn the autonomisation of the city; these stages can be indicated as those of the fortified city, 
off the service city and of the casino city. 

Whenn the nation state created a more or less stable environment in the last decades 
off the nineteenth century, and in doing so enabled the city to expand, the Benedenstad (the 
down-townn area near the river) and the Waalkade lost their traditional socio-economic core 
functionss to separate urban zones for housing, trade and industry, recreation and traffic. The 
fortifiedd city of Nijmegen evolved into a city of services and cultivated an elitist touristic mi-
lieu.. In the 1970's the emphasis shifted from town planning in a national context to the ex-
ploitationn of the urban space from an international perspective, which left the municipality 
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facedd with the problem of how to direct the development of the indefinable Benedenstad. 
Choicess had to be made in the context of a highly independent planning climate, which was 
characterisedd by an emphasis on historical aspects of the city scape, increasing bureauc-
racyy in town planning procedures and democratisation of decision making. Initially, in the 
1970's,, the primacy of politics had the upper hand, and the emphasis was placed on public 
welfare.. As a result, the Benedenstad was developed as a residential area. But in the early 
1980's,, when plans for the eastern part of the Waalkade still needed to be developed, the 
casinoo city emerged, and the emphasis shifted to the economy. At the same time, the na-
tionaltional casino organisation was working on plans for expansion, which were characterised by 
aa desire to integrate casinos into urban entertainment districts. Both the city and the casino 
industryy were undergoing a transition from a socialised development to a period of economic 
growth.. In more than one respect, the commercialisation of the Waalkade was characterised 
byy a transition in development, from politically driven to economically driven planning. In this 
way,, the planning of this area is to a considerable extent the result of political decisions, and 
dependentt on government grants. 

Thee municipality decided to bring together the plans for the Waalkade and the estab-
lishmentt of a Holland Casino, one of a chain of state-owned casinos. The Waalkade was re-
styledd as a representative entertainment centre, with a variety of cultural elements that char-
acterisee the district as displaying a 'culture of diversity'. I would describe this culture as a 
'contrived'' commercially-oriented culture, which on the one hand opposes the more 'banal' 
markett expressions, and on the other a subsidised 'protected' culture. The entertainment 
districtt of the Waalkade has a modest character because visitor numbers are controlled, di-
versityy is emphasised and disciplined behaviour is encouraged. In this stage-managed cul-
ture,, the tone is set by the high-quality image of the casino itself. 

Thee importance of the casino to the city, as described in Chapter 8, becomes appar-
entt in the autonomy of its legal status, architecture and economic impact. In the local and 
regionall casino market, the state-owned casino takes the place of illegal and condoned ca-
sinos.. This is not only a consequence of market mechanisms, but certainly also of the politi-
call choice to prosecute Golden Ten casinos. From an architectural viewpoint, the casino is 
fittedd into Nijmegen's 'protected townscape'. This integration is brought about by separating 
shapee and content in the casino. Shortly after the Second World War, the traditional plan-
ningg of the town centre was fuelled by feelings of nostalgia in the local population, who pre-
ferredd to nurture an illusion of history, but on the Waalkade, the idea was to simulate a his-
toricc atmosphere, which is considered to be important to creating aesthetically pleasing sur-
roundingss for consumers. This principle of simulation, which on a much larger scale is the 
cornerstonee of construction in Las Vegas, can also be applied to the casino building itself. Its 
architecturee constitutes a contribution to the city, while at the same time shielding the city 
fromm gaming. 

Inn its legitimisation on a national level, the municipality of Nijmegen emphasises the 
casino'ss attractive location, but in its legitimisation on a local level, the economic impact of 
thee casino weighs more heavily - an impact that primarily affects employment figures. And 
yett it is probably doubtful whether this representation does justice to the importance of the 
casinoo to the urban economy. On close inspection, the casino's impact on the local economy 
appearss to be significantly smaller than it might have been, because most of its proceeds go 
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too the national treasury, even though they are for the most part generated by the regional 
population.. It is the ties that bind politics and economy, and the national scale on which ca-
sinoo policy is developed (as a result of which the process of establishing the state-owned 
casinoo runs remarkably smoothly), that distinguish it from similar developments in the U.S. 

Inn Chapter 9 the importance of the casino to gaming is discussed, a role which is 
definedd by its function in regulating gaming as expressed by the professionalisation of man-
agementt and the encouragement of discipline in gaming behaviour. In comparison with the 
Goldenn Ten casinos in the Nijmegen area, the casino on the Waalkade provides a more sta-
blee and professional environment. The métier of the croupier is an expression of a highly 
autonomouss 'banking game' (the game in which the operator provides the game to consum-
erss in return for a slightly bigger chance of winning), and the gaming culture is aimed to a 
lesserr extent to winnings. It is more disciplined thanks to strict security, careful design and 
layoutt of the games rooms, strict house rules and attention to gaming addicts. For gaming, 
thee casino provides a strict separation from the urban environment, which is in line with the 
segregationn of entertainment at the Waalkade. This segregation, combined with the con-
trolledd nature of entertainment at the Waalkade, may serve to explain the relatively uncon-
troversiall establishment of the casino, in such close proximity to a residential area. The 
buildingg shields the environment from the influence of entertainment while at the same time 
shieldingg gaming from external influences. 

AA panoptic combination of constant supervision of behaviour and a predefined free-
domm of action stimulates gaming for pleasure. The principle of a 'disciplining reward', a re-
wardd that corresponds to the risks that are taken and which confirms the individual position 
inn the gaming order, to a certain extent perpetuates the gaming order within the casino. The 
refinedd range of gaming and of chance distributions enables players to foster - or simulate -
illusionss of profit and to choose individual playing styles that correspond to their desires and 
possibilities,, in which they can distinguish themselves from other players. Roulette is par-
ticularlyy well-suited for this need. In the casino, this behaviour results in a vertical differentia-
tionn in playing styles. As such, the casino supports an individualistic 'culture of diversity' on 
thee Waalkade. The independence of gaming for pleasure is expressed in a stylish ambiance 
andd in the emphasis on pleasure as a meaningful element of gaming, and in the combination 
off various gaming types, from punto-banco and roulette to slot machines, under the common 
denominatorr of a contrived casino culture. Peripheral phenomena such as professional 
gamingg and gaming addiction are actively discouraged. Although Holland Casino's strive to 
encouragee the autonomy of the banking game and gaming for pleasure, some aspects of its 
organisationn are at odds with this policy. There is only a partial overlap between everyday 
casinoo practice and the idealized image the casino aims to present to the outside world, the 
tippingg practice (or 'tronc') detracts from the professionalism of the croupiers, and Holland 
Casino'sCasino's tend to remain rather vague when asked to what extent they are successful in 
drivingg out gaming addiction. 

Conclusion Conclusion 
Inn the context of the consumer society, gaming evolves as a true pleasure industry, in all-
encompassingg simulacra that can make a difference in everyday life, in urban space and in 
thee economy. Gaming practices are interwoven with society as a whole and have evolved 
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fro mm margina l socia l activitie s int o importan t social-economi c institutions . 
Inn Chapte r 10 the autonomisatio n of gamin g for pleasur e is place d in a broade r socia l 

andd theoretica l context , sinc e the rise  of the gamin g comple x is not an isolate d phenomenon . It 
iss  not a proces s that evolve s autonomously . However , as thi s stud y has shown , thi s is not to 
sayy that pleasur e is liberate d automatically . This has been the resul t of a creativ e struggl e be-
tweenn all partie s involve d - players , legislator s and operator s - concernin g the contradiction s 
off  the gamin g complex . The cultur e that come s wit h the thir d phas e of autonomisation , that of 
commercialisatio nn in the narro w sense , can be characterise d generall y as a 'cultur e of control' , 
aa cultur e in whic h participatio n in activitie s and contro l of thei r consequence s are made int o 
endss in themselves . 
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